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One thing that was curious about that, though, was the silver pipeline that lined the 
field.  They were raised about a foot off the ground, and a good two feet in diameter.  They 
conformed to every roll or ditch in the field, staying about a foot up.  But what was weird was 
that, every 200 yards or so, the pipe looped up into an Omega shape and then returned to its 
straight path.  WTF is that all about??  Maybe a pressure-related stoombus thing??  They 
looked OK, though, and it gave me something to think about, which is often good for the world. 

Somewhere along SR-65, I recorded, “It’s reassuring that I am the only one who is ever 
going to listen to this tape.”  God knows there are plenty of idiotic entries on there, when I just 
babbled on about stupid shit, or sang along with the tunes.  There’s nothing controversial, or 
any soul-bearing crap, or anything like that, just very stupid stuff. 

SR-65 began to improve.  There were more golden grasslands, most of which were 
treeless, and they extended east for miles to the foothills of the Greenhorn Mountains. 

After a while, the left side of the road became resplendent in floral displays.  Large, solid 
clusters of white flowers, followed by a similar bank of red, then white again, then red again, 
then a tall towering palm tree, then it would start all over again, and go on for a few hundred 
yards.  It was purrrrdy.  This was starting to be a nice ride after all.  

That led to a vineyard, then an orchard, then another and another.  Tightly packed rows 
of citrus trees going off and off and off into the west.  All of it very lush, and very cool. 

The land between the orchards was golden and fertile.  Full fields of sheep were grazing 
on the golden grass.  A large, tall golden crop was being raised along the route as well.  Barley, 
perhaps?  Mmmmmm, barrrrrrley…. 

This was becoming a very nice ride indeed! 
 And I was looking at a good break from hard driving just ahead too.  I’d be able to chill 
out among trees and mountains for a couple of days.  I could slow down, not worry about piling 
on miles, and savor the scenery.  This had been feeling like a long trip lately. 

And the freaking Wal-Mart truck in front of me wasn’t making it feel any shorter.  It 
wasn’t slowing us down, really, but, like all other tall trucks, it blocked the upcoming view.  
Even that would have been tolerable, though.  But I was getting very weary of having this 
WAL-MART ad in my face mile after mile after mile.  Wal-Mart has already gobbled up the 
small-biz landscape; I didn’t need them cutting in on my scenic landscape too.  I finally jumped 
by the bastard. 

That just allowed me to meet another road wonder.  His tag was “4PTBOOO.”  WTF?   
And he was the consummate motoring douchebag.  He putted along at 55 when there was 
traffic coming the other way, but as soon as that traffic would break, giving me a clear path to 
pass, he would zoom off at 75 to keep me from getting ahead of him, then slow back down as 
soon as opposing traffic reappeared.  What a freaking moron.  What did he gain?  Now he had 
Moby nibbling on his rear bumper instead of just letting me pass and become a distant 
memory.  I finally did get by him, but I had to punch Moby up to about 80 to do it.  And, of 
course, once I was by, he dropped back to about 50.  I slowed to 60 and watched him fall 
farther and farther behind.  I hope the damn douchebag got run off the road by the Wal-Mart 
wagon. 

Pixley was the next town!  Wasn’t that always alluded to in Green Acres?  Sam Drucker 
always talked about “goin’ over t’ Pixley.”  I didn’t see Hooterville anywhere on the map. 

Then there was Exeter, the self-proclaimed “Citrus Capital of the World.”  This was one 
very nice place.  I’m sure the comparison with recent desert towns didn’t hurt the impression it 
made on me.  And, after all those orchards on SR-65, I didn’t doubt their claim in the least. 

This was where the very successful citrus merchants could be found, living in posh 
mansions surrounded by thick and brimming orchards.  Clearly, these are the folks who have 
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made the Very Big Bucks in the business.  No struggling farm economy here in Exeter, just 
plant it, pick it, cash it in.  The climate and the ground are both perfect.  Tall trees hung over 
the streets of the town, and there was not a dead leaf in sight.  The whole town just oozed 
prosperity.  Even the high school had a big impressive athletics stadium (though I didn’t get a 
look at the track).   

Yup, a real nice ride.  This was not SoCal anymore; this was Central California, and the 
differences were about to become even greater.  

Just after Exeter, at a fifth-to-five, my route turned east – yes, EAST – onto green-
dotted route 198 towards Sequoia National Park.   

The first scenery on this scenic road was not what you’d expect.  It was a series of 
charred fields where a fire had recently raged.  Covering a span of a mountain-and-a-half, the 

gold foothills and slopes had turned dark 
brown, with a distinct line showing where 
the burning had stopped.  Almost like the 
gold covering had been peeled away to 
expose the dark brown underneath. 

But we were getting into beautiful 
California scenery now.  The agricultural 
region that I had spent the late afternoon 
driving through was giving way to hills and 
mountains.  The small town of Lemoncove 
(pop. 190) was pretty much the border, 
because right after I left that little village, 
Lake Kaweah stopped me in my tracks.   

A lake!  A bloody lake!  This broke a 
serious dry spell: Lake Kaweah was the first significant water since the San Antonio River, 1900 
miles ago!!  It was tremendous to see a blue body of water after so much desert!   

Now, mind you, this was not the world’s most gorgeous lake.  Given the semi-arid 
hillsides that surrounded it, and the scraggly trees 
that dotted the shore, it really was pretty ordinary.  
But to me, it looked awesome.  It was blue, baybeee!  
I had had way too many shades of brown and gray in 
the last week, and my eyes were starved for blue 
and green.  And the road looped around the curves 
of Lake Kaweah, so I got plenty of views of it.  

Just as I reached the last small town before 
SNP, there was a horse wandering free in a field, 
with a full blinder mask over his whole face.  I was a 
bit buffaloed by that.  Wouldn’t it be a good idea to 
let it see where it’s going?  I hope it was mesh 
enough that he could see through it.  Or maybe the 
horse was part bat, and used its echolocation to get 
around.  I suppose it was to protect his eyes from 
something or other, but it sure looked odd. 

Moby took me across Pumpkin Hollow Bridge, 
built in 1922, and we entered Sequoia National Park 
at 5:15 (718.75 CT).  SNP is the second oldest 
National Park, having been established in 1890 as a 
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way to protect this area from overzealous loggers. 
I was very, very psyched for this.  The desert had been interesting in its own tedious 

way, but this was going to be beeeeeeeeeeautiful.   
The park’s main road is the Generals Highway, and it began climbing immediately.  I 

don’t know how many times on this trip I passed signs that said “Elevation 3000’.”  At least four 
times at Joshua Tree alone, and twice more around Tehachapi Pass – once goin’ up, and once 
goin’ down the other side.  All those valleys and rises in and around Carlsbad, Roswell, Ruidoso, 
White Sands, Las Cruces, and Tombstone all were either climbing up past that sign or dropping 
down beneath it.  Once I got past Pecos, it had been an alarmingly common sign.  Had to be 
almost 20 of them already. 

But as the elevation rose, so did my enthusiasm.  “Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh, 
treeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees.  Shaaaaaaaaaade, cooool greeeeeen.  Negative ions, baybeee!  I 
luvvit, I luvvit, I luvvit!   Screw the damn desert!!!” I bellowed into my voice recorder.  

There was shade all the way across the road.  First time since…shit, I don’t know when.  
Might have been the first time, period.  Exeter got close to it in little spots, but this was 
consistent. 

And the views from all the switchbacks along Generals Highway, of mountain vistas and 
ever-deeper valleys, were spectacular!  For some reason, I had not been anticipating those.  I 
knew I’d see big old trees, and some hills and stuff, but these long-range views of tall craggy 
mountains were fantastic. 
 

 
 
 With plenty of late-day sunshine left, we came upon the Giant Forest.  The redwoods 
were amazing, ten to twenty times as thick as the other trees around them.  What mammoths.  
I soon found out that redwoods and sequoias not the same.  Well, shine my shoes!  Who 
knew??   
 Both will make you say, “whoa, that’s a fucking big tree!”  Or, you might say, “whoa, 
that’s a big fucking tree.”  The two are almost interchangeable, except, of course, that the 
penultimate word in the latter expression does carry the extra possible meaning of a tree that 
actually fucks, which would definitely make you go “whoa,” since all trees are currently thought 
to reproduce only by seed or sprout.  
 Erotic gerundives aside, both species are impressive as all get-out.  Redwoods can grow 
to 367.8 feet tall, significantly higher than the sequoia, which tops out at a relatively modest 
311 feet.  The Statue of Liberty, including pedestal, is 305 feet tall.  So there. 
 Age-wise, though, the sequoia kicks some serious redwood fanny, lasting as much as 
3200 years!  That’s more than three thousand!  If you planted a sequoia during the Trojan War 
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(1200 B.C.), it might still be alive today.  Damn.  The redwood gives up the ghost after just 
twenty centuries.  Redwood trunks can be 22 feet in diameter, which sounds pretty thick until 
you see a 40-foot diameter sequoia.  More than five feet of that diameter can be attributed to 
the sequoia’s skin, though, as its bark can be as much as 31 inches thick.  That’s some serious 
bark, my friend.  No wonder these suckers don’t burn.  [That could be one of the keys to their 
longevity, ya think?] 
 The real kickass stat though is the weight.  There are taller trees than the sequoia (like 
the redwood, duh), and there is at least one species that lives longer (an Ancient Bristlecone 
Pine that has been named Methuselah has been alive for 4,767 years), but in terms of amount 
of wood, the sequoia rules.  As much as 2,700,000 pounds of wood can make up one sequoia.  
A redwood is no slouch either, with 1.6 million pounds.  You could build a dandy tree house 
with all that wood.  Of course, you’d have 
no place to put it since you just chopped up 
the damn tree.  

The sequoias only natural habitat is 
high up on the west slopes of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, and there are just 75 
groves of them. 
 I had to get out and stand next to 
some of these monsters.  Jayzuz, were 
they large!  It was an easy thing to stand 
inside the trunk where an ancient split had 
created a doorway far bigger than I was. 
 The charred wood inside the trunk 
told the tale of the fires that singed the 
exposed wood, but left the impervious bark 
unscathed. 
 I look at the picture of me in the trunk, and it’s easy to picture a G.I. Joe propped up 
against the bottom of an ordinary tree.  Except, of course, for the cowboy hat and Hawaiian 
shirt – the rare Roadtrip Joe doll. 
 There are certain times in your driving life when you really should have a convertible or 
a topless Jeep.  This was such a time.  I kept craning my neck to look up through the top of the 
windshield, or jutting my head out the window to view the towering trees.  Seeing just the 
prodigious trunks, though good, wasn’t getting the whole job done. 
 The Colorado Riverway in Utah, in 2000, was another place where I craved the open-air 
view of a ragtop.  The Natchez Trace Parkway, of course, would provide an extra dose of 
sweetness with that wrap-around ambiance.   
 The southwestern desert would have been a serious beating, though.  It was good to be 
enclosed in posh comfort for that stretch. 
 On the north edge of the Giant Forest stood the General Sherman tree (top left photo on 
picpage 2).  It was not as tall as I would have expected.  It looked like it had been broken off 
way up near the top.  The GS Tree, a sequoia, is 2200 years old, and is billed as the largest 
living thing on earth.  Its trunk circumference is 103 feet.  Every year, it grows enough wood to 
create a new 60’ tall tree of normal proportions.   
 But the daylight waned, and so did I.  The sun was still up, but with all these huge 
trees, it had disappeared from view long ago.  Pursuing further scenery at this point would have 
been folly; securing a campground for the night made much more sense.  I was deliciously 
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tired.  Looking around, it was hard for me to believe that I had started this day in the 
desolation of Desert Center. 
 Generals Highway kept winding up and up.  We reached Little Baldy Saddle at 7280’ 
elevation, and I knew I had to be going down soon; I was aiming for Dorst Creek campground, 
and water runs downhill, hence my deduction.  Just call me Sherlock. 
 What an awful name that is!  Have real people actually been named Sherlock?  If so, 
shame on those parents.  Take away their breeding permits.  Poor kids. 
 I chose campsite #142 at the Campground at Dorst Creek.  It seemed like the best for 
my purposes.  A look at the Rand showed me that I was now just 25 crow-flight miles from Mt. 
Whitney, the highest peak in the contiguous United States, which stood on the east boundary of 
Sequoia National Park. 
 It was still plenty light enough for some outdoor activity.  This prolonged dusk was 
weird.  After spending the last five days in the land of no shadows, my mind was having trouble 
getting accustomed to shade. 
 The air was awesome:  about 63º, and so light and dry.  Humidity must have gone on 
vacation to the Keys.  My nature came to the fore, and I went for a post-sunset jog – yes, jog – 
on a trail.  SOOOO GOOD to do trails again.  I got too carried away and went too far.  It was 
getting deeply dusky when I realized that I didn’t have the time (and maybe not the ability) to 
retrace my steps back to Moby.  I gambled on a shortcut, abandoning the trails and cruising 
across the steeply rolling floor of the cool pine forest in the direction that I hoped would be 
right.  Fortunately, my sense of direction was sound.  Thankfully, I got back before dark.  Being 
lost at night in bear country would not be good. 
 Oh, and they made sure you knew there were bears about.  Signs clearly warned you 
about the big furry beasties, and each campsite had its own bear box.  No, you don’t keep 
bears in them, dumbass.  You lock your food up in them so bears won’t rip your vehicle asunder 
to get at your pick-a-nick baskets during the night. 
 It was a wonderfully cool, quiet night, superb for sleeping.  I didn’t even pull the blinds 
down.  I just let the deep forest darkness come in and overwhelm me.  Looking almost straight 
up through the rear window, I could make out the slightly brighter sky from the silhouette of 
the trees.  The stars were fantastic.  The road gods winked at me with an awesome meteor 
streak.  Shortly thereafter, what looked like the International Space Station – or some other 
huge satellite went tumbling along across the opening. 

Day 7, which covered 436 miles, was not the longest ride of the trip in miles, but it 
involved the biggest change:  from the bottom of the scenic scale to the high end of Nature’s 
Beauty.  What a boost!! 
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